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“FISHROT” – THE NAMIBIAN FISHING CORRUPTION SCANDAL 

A 30-minute documentary from BBC Radio sets out to discover how the fishing industry in Namibia 

became embroiled in a scandal of epic proportions and how journalists in both Namibia and Iceland 

worked together to break the story. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/w3ct50pn 

 

IRELAND CLOSES INVESTOR VISA SCHEME 

On 22 February, an article from Withers LLP reported that Ireland closed its Immigrant Investor 

Programme on 15 February, following a review of its "appropriateness".  The programme was 

responsible for more than €1 billion in inward investment.  There are currently approximately 1,500 

pending cases that are awaiting approval, which has been very popular with Chinese investors. A 

statement from the Irish Government confirms that these applications will still be considered. 

https://www.mondaq.com/ireland/investment-immigration/1285732/ireland-closes-investor-visa-

scheme 

 

DIRECTORS’ PERSONAL LIABILITY FOR MISREPRESENTATION 

On 27 January, an article from Lincoln & Rowe warns directors that entering into written agreements 

to make payments when they know their company is unable to meet its debts may equate to deceit.  

This could result in personal liability for the director who has made an implied representation about 

his company’s ability to pay. 

https://lincolnandrowe.com/2023/01/27/directors-personal-liability-misrepresentation/ 

 

LEBANON CENTRAL BANK GOVERNOR RIAD SALAMEH CHARGED WITH MONEY LAUNDERING 

On 23 February, The National and others reported that a Lebanese judge has charged Central Bank 

Governor Riad Salameh, his brother Raja, and one of his assistants with money laundering, 

embezzlement and illicit enrichment. Among the accusations are that he embezzled $330 million 

from the central bank through a contract he signed with Forry Associates, a financial services 

company run by his brother, Raja. 

https://www.thenationalnews.com/mena/lebanon/2023/02/23/lebanon-judge-charges-central-

bank-governor-riad-salameh-with-money-laundering/ 
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LEBANON AND ISRAEL’S HISTORIC MARITIME BORDER DEAL 

On 21 February, Dryad Global published an article saying that, after more than 12 years since major 

natural gas discoveries in the Levant Basin in the Eastern Mediterranean, in October 2022, Lebanon 

and Israel agreed to solve their maritime border dispute.   

https://channel16.dryadglobal.com/lebanon-and-israels-historic-maritime-border-deal 

 

WAGNER GROUP BOSS PASSED UK AML CHECKS USING MOTHER’S UTILITY BILL 

On 22 February, the Financial Times reported that Yevgeny Progozhin, who was engaging a UK law 

firm in a bid to sue Bellingcat for defamation, passed UK AML checks by using his mother’s utility 

bills, the law firm involving saying that it was satisfied with the AML documents. 

https://www.ft.com/content/3e1b5bc5-090c-434d-84e4-ca2b120cf089 

 

AMAZON AND BROTHER ANNOUNCED LEGAL ACTION AGAINST 18 SUSPECTED MEMBERS OF A 

GERMANY-BASED COUNTERFEITING RING 

On 23 February, The Recycler reported that it is alleged that the accused attempted to deceive 

customers by selling counterfeit toner cartridges marketed as genuine products.  This civil lawsuit is 

the first that Amazon has filed jointly with a brand against counterfeiters in Europe. 

https://www.therecycler.com/posts/amazon-and-brother-sue-counterfeit-ring-in-germany/ 

 

ILLEGAL, UNREPORTED AND UNREGULATED (IUU) FISHING: CAMEROON A NON-COOPERATING 

THIRD COUNTRY 

EU Regulation 2023/405/EU adds to the Annex to Implementing Decision 2014/170/EU, is subject to 

the prohibition of importation of fisheries products caught by vessels flying the flag of non-

cooperating third countries. 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-

content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv%3AOJ.L_.2023.056.01.0026.01.ENG&toc=OJ%3AL%3A2023%3A056%3

ATOC 

 

BRIEFING: CRYPTOCURRENCIES 

On 22 February, the House of Commons Library published a briefing. 

https://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/CBP-8780/CBP-8780.pdf 
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EU: SYRIA SANCTIONS - HUMANITARIAN AID  

EU Regulation 2023/407/EU introduces an exemption to the freezing of the assets of, and to the 

restrictions on making funds and economic resources available to, designated natural or legal 

persons and entities, for the benefit of international organisations and certain defined categories of 

actors involved in humanitarian activities and for an initial period of 6 months, to 25 August. 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32023R0407&from=EN 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-

content/EN/AUTO/?uri=uriserv:OJ.LI.2023.056.01.0004.01.ENG&toc=OJ:L:2023:056I:TOC 

 

THE APPROACH OF UK ENFORCEMENT AUTHORITIES RE MONEY LAUNDERING RISKS WHERE 

THERE IS POTENTIAL FORCED LABOUR/MODERN SLAVERY IN A SUPPLY CHAIN 

On 22 February, an article from Allen & Overy comments on a recent court case which it says will be 

of interest to companies that have identified such risks in their supply chains, when determining 

the potential regulatory consequences that flow from them.  It says that the case provides a 

unique insight into the authorities’ current thinking (with which the court agreed) on the 

applicability of POCA to goods moving through a global supply chain, and is the first case to look 

at the defence of ‘adequate consideration’ in the context of modern slavery and how it might be 

assessed. 

https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/supply-chains-and-uk-money-laundering-5494379/ 

 

BRAZIL TAKES DOWN GROUP SMUGGLING GOLD TO THE US AND DUBAI 

On 23 February, OCCRP reported that Brazilian authorities have clamped down on a network that 

“laundered” tonnes of illegally extracted gold from the Amazon region using fake invoices and then 

sending it to New York, Dubai and elsewhere.  The fraudulent invoices, issued between the 

beginning of 2020 until the end of 2022, amounted to nearly $800 million, equivalent to about 13 

tonnes of illegal gold.  At least 2 Brazilian companies now under investigation allegedly exported 

tonnes of gold with no proper papers of provenance.  

https://www.occrp.org/en/daily/17353-brazil-takes-down-group-smuggling-gold-to-the-us-and-

dubai 

 

BRAZIL: RULES AGAINST ILLEGAL MINING AND MONEY LAUNDERING REVAMPED 

On 23 February, Agencia Brasil reported that the mining agency, ANM, had approved new rules to 

combat money laundering schemes involving gems, gold and other precious metals. 
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https://agenciabrasil.ebc.com.br/en/geral/noticia/2023-02/anm-creates-rules-combat-money-

laundering-and-illegal-mining  

 

THEMATIC SUMMARY ASSESSMENT OF GAPS IN IMPLEMENTING KEY COUNTERING THE FINANCING OF 

TERRORISM PROVISIONS OF UN SECURITY COUNCIL RESOLUTIONS 

This UN report looks at 2022 and says that many states continue to face shortfalls in understanding the 

multifaceted risks relating to the financing of terrorism, including the risk that terrorists may benefit from the 

proceeds of organised crime, including but not limited to crimes involving natural resources and cultural 

property. Insufficient progress has been made in analysing evolving risks relating, for example, to the 

financing of terrorism based on xenophobia, racism and other forms of intolerance or in the name of religion 

or belief (XRIRB).  Progress in assessing and addressing financing of terrorism risks related to new and 

emerging payment and fundraising technologies remains alarmingly slow.  Many states underutilise their 

national asset-freezing mechanisms and have not made any designations or frozen funds in recent years, 

despite having prosecuted terrorism cases and identified their nationals as terrorism financing risks.  Only a 

handful of states have adopted dedicated measures to evaluate, and eventually mitigate, the impact of CFT 

measures on exclusively humanitarian activities, including in conflict zones with active terrorist activity. 

https://www.un.org/securitycouncil/ctc/sites/www.un.org.securitycouncil.ctc/files/cted_2022_cft_g

aps_assessment_final.pdf 

 

ROMANIAN MAFIA BOSS ALLEGEDLY STOLE MILLIONS FROM CANCUN TOURISTS USING CARD 

CLONING 

On 21 February, Vice reported that Mihai Alexandru Preda had card-cloning devices installed in cash 

machines around the region, and allegedly made millions of dollars stealing from tourists. He has 

been extradited from Poland to Mexico. 

https://www.vice.com/en/article/5d3ngn/cancun-romanian-mafia-mihai-alexandru-preda-florian-

tudor 

 

BELGIUM: CREW ASSAULTED BY ARMED BOARDERS IN APPARENT DRUG SMUGGLING INCIDENT 

On 22 February, Insurance Marine News reported that an armed assault is being investigated by 

Belgian prosecutors relating to an incident on a bulk carrier which arrived at Antwerp.  The attack 

was being linked to a possible case of drug smuggling, with the smugglers assaulting the crew, 

possibly in search of the hidden illicit cargo. 

https://insurancemarinenews.com/insurance-marine-news/crew-assaulted-by-armed-boarders-in-

apparent-drug-smuggling-incident/ 
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PODCAST: THE NEW TREND OF SUING OFAC 

On 23 February, a podcast from Torres Trade Law in the US covers the “new trend” of suing and 

challenging OFAC decisions and discusses some recent lawsuits against OFAC.  The host Olga Torres 

is joined by Erich Ferrari, Founder and Principal Attorney of Ferrari & Associates, a law firm that 

provides expert advice on US economic and trade sanctions. 

https://open.spotify.com/episode/2PD25oV37FyrihNow6YQpp?si=a45fba01ea6445ae&nd=1 

 

 

https://www.statista.com/chart/27015/number-of-currently-active-sanctions-by-target-country 
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NEW ZEALAND: HIGH COURT REJECTS APPLICATION FOR AN INJUNCTION STOPPING A BANK FROM 

TERMINATING ITS BANKING SERVICES TO AND CLOSING BANK ACCOUNTS WHEN CUSTOMER 

MADE SUBJECT TO SANCTIONS 

On 23 February, the EU Sanctions blog reported on a case in New Zealand where a customer alleged 

breach of contract, after the bank closed the account etc of a customer whose sole shareholder is 

the sole trustee of a trust, settled in 2009 to benefit a Russian who is subject to sanctions. 

https://www.europeansanctions.com/2023/02/new-zealand-court-says-bank-entitled-to-terminate-

banking-relationship-because-of-russia-sanctions-risk/ 

 

DRAFT IMPLEMENTING REGULATION SETTING OUT RULES AND PROCEDURES FOR THE 

APPLICATION OF THE EU FOREIGN SUBSIDIES REGULATION 

On 23 February, a Client Alert from Wilmer Hale reported on the draft instrument.  The FSR, which 

entered into force in January and will start applying from 12 July, allows the EU Commission to 

investigate financial contributions granted by non-EU countries to companies operating in the EU 

and redress their distortive effects.  Non-compliance can trigger fines of up to 10% of the groupwide 

aggregate turnover (aside from reputational risks). 

https://www.wilmerhale.com/en/insights/client-alerts/20230222-eu-foreign-subsidies-regulation-

publication-of-draft-implementing-rules 

 

THE DUTCH GOVERNMENT HAS PUBLISHED PROPOSALS TO STRENGTHEN SANCTIONS 

ENFORCEMENT  

On 23 February, the EU Sanctions blog reported that the Dutch Government has published what it 

calls a “non-paper” on ways to improve sanctions compliance and counter circumvention. 

https://www.europeansanctions.com/2023/02/netherlands-proposals-for-strengthening-sanctions-

enforcement/ 

https://www.europeansanctions.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/non-paper-on-russia-sanctions-

circumvention-2.pdf 

 

UKRAINE IMPOSES SECTORAL SANCTIONS AGAINST ALL BANKS AND FINANCIAL SERVICES 

PROVIDERS OPERATING IN RUSSIA 

On 23 February, Baker McKenzie reported that the National Security and Defense Council of Ukraine 

has introduced a set of sectoral special economic and other restrictive measures against the Russian 

banking and financial sector. 

https://sanctionsnews.bakermckenzie.com/ 
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https://www.statista.com/chart/29336/where-you-can-buy-residence-permits 

 

THE BIDEN ADMINISTRATION’S NEW CONVENTIONAL ARMS TRANSFER (CAT) POLICY 

On 23 February, Breaking Defense reported on the new policy which sets an overarching standard 

that takes into account potential human rights impacts of any weapon sales, effectively reversing the 

economic-first stance of the previous policy.  It is said to reflect the foreign policy vision outlined in 

the National Security Strategy released last October.  It is said that the revised policy is the first 

version with a standalone section on the interconnection of arms transfers and human rights that 

sets a new standard for when the administration won’t go through with an arms transfer.  Putting 

human rights as a key factor is a change from the Trump administration’s guidance, which reflected 

that administration’s belief that “economic security is national security”. 

https://www.statista.com/chart/29336/where-you-can-buy-residence-permits


https://breakingdefense.com/2023/02/new-conventional-arms-transfer-focuses-on-human-rights-

over-economics 

 

G7 ESTABLISHING AN ‘ENFORCEMENT COORDINATION MECHANISM’ FOR COORDINATING THE 

ENFORCEMENT OF RUSSIA SANCTIONS 

On 23 February, the EU Sanctions blog reported that the G7 was said to be developing this new 

mechanism.  It seeks to improve information sharing and sanctions enforcement directed at 

countries and businesses suspected of circumvention of sanctions. 

https://www.europeansanctions.com/2023/02/g7-to-establish-mechanism-to-coordinate-

enforcement-of-russia-sanctions/ 

 

UK: CRYPTO FIRM WITH LINKS TO PARLIAMENTARY GROUPS APPEARS TO HAVE VANISHED 

On 23 February, the Guardian reported that a US-based cryptocurrency investment firm with links to 

2 all-party parliamentary groups (APPG) appears to have disappeared, leaving some investors fearing 

they have lost tens of thousands of pounds.  It says that Phoenix Community Capital established 

itself last year as a cryptocurrency project and investment scheme, which it said at one point was 

valued at $800 million.  It was a sponsor of one APPG, and its co-founder, Luke Sullivan, spoke at an 

event for a second APPG , as well as appearing as a panellist for events hosted by peers in 

Parliament.  The founder, in the Philippines, criticised the Guardian for making “a number of factual 

errors” and said he was not being allowed an opportunity to “clarify the real facts”, and then said he 

could not respond to a further request for comment. 

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2023/feb/23/crypto-firm-with-links-to-parliamentary-

groups-appears-to-have-vanished 

 

SEC CHARGES MEDIA AND ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY OZY MEDIA INC, ITS CEO, FORMER COO, 

AND FORMER CHIEF OF STAFF WITH DEFRAUDING INVESTORS OF APPROXIMATELY $50 MILLION  

A release on Mondo Visione on 23 February advised that the SEC had charged Ozy Media Inc., its 

CEO Carlos R. Watson, Jr., its former COO Samir Rao, and its former Chief of Staff Suzee Han with 

defrauding investors of approximately $50 million through repeated misrepresentations concerning 

the company’s basic financial condition, business relationships, and fundraising efforts. Rao and Han 

have agreed to resolve the charges against them. 

https://mondovisione.com/media-and-resources/news/sec-charges-ozy-media-and-its-ceo-carlos-

watson-with-widespread-scheme-to-defrau/ 
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GREECE: PROSECUTOR FREEZES ASSETS OF TV PERSONALITY OVER MONEY LAUNDERING 

On 23 February, Ethimerini reported that the head of Greece’s AML authority has ordered the 

freezing of all assets against a TV presenter and seven more individuals, after discovering evidence 

systematic money laundering and tax evasion in Greece and abroad.  A report said that said that the 

TV presenter owed the state about €22 million in taxes and asked the financial prosecution to file 

criminal charges for fraud against the State, tax evasion, establishment of a criminal organisation 

and money laundering. while other persons involved in the illegal actions are already being sought. 

https://www.ekathimerini.com/news/1205392/prosecutor-freezes-assets-of-tv-personality-over-

money-laundering/ 

 

MONEY LAUNDERING CASE AGAINST JET AIRWAYS FOUNDER QUASHED 

In its 24 February edition, The Telegraph reported that the Bombay High Court has quashed the 

Enforcement Case Information Report’ (ECIR) registered by the Enforcement Directorate (ED) against 

Jet Airways founder Naresh Goyal and his wife Anita Goyal.  The case began after a travel agency had 

alleged that it suffered a loss after the airline cancelled flight operations from October 2018.  

https://www.telegraphindia.com/business/laundering-case-against-jet-airways-founder-

quashed/cid/1918493 

 

WORKING PAPER SHEDS FRESH LIGHT ON THE DEBATE ON RUSSIAN SANCTIONS AND THE 

CONFISCATION OF FROZEN ASSETS 

On 21 February, the Basel Institute on Governance says that, as the war in Ukraine intensifies, calls 

are growing for states to confiscate Russian assets frozen under sanctions and redirect them to 

provide support to Ukraine.  Now a Working Paper argues that states can and should do this by 

enhancing the effectiveness and scope of established asset recovery measures – not by introducing 

new untested mechanisms that risk inviting future legal challenges, defeating the purpose of 

sanctions and violating the rule of law.  

https://baselgovernance.org/blog/working-paper-sheds-fresh-light-sanctions-and-confiscation-

debate 

 

EUROPEAN COMMISSION’S NEW ANTI-CORRUPTION HANDBOOK ENDORSES COLLECTIVE ACTION 

On 20 February, the Basel Institute on Governance says that in the new Handbook the European 

Commission has issued a strong endorsement of anti-corruption collective action as a “best practice” 

in the fight against corruption.  It explains how it can bring together “stakeholders in the private and 

public sectors, civil society, and international organisations to tackle shared problems of corruption 
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and raise integrity standards".  The Handbook is a collaborative effort between Ecorys and Local 

Research Correspondents on Corruption in each EU Member State.  

https://baselgovernance.org/news/european-commissions-new-anti-corruption-handbook-

endorses-collective-action 

 

EXTINCTION OF DOMAIN: WHY PERU IS A LEADER IN RECOVERING PROCEEDS OF CORRUPTION 

THROUGH NON-CONVICTION-BASED FORFEITURE 

On 15 February, the Basel Institute on Governance reported that the head of Peru's Judiciary has 

publicly highlighted Peru's success in recovering the proceeds of corruption and related financial 

crimes through its non-conviction-based forfeiture law.  Around $64 million have already been 

recovered, with many more cases in the pipeline.  It is said that the success is in large part due to the 

work of the judges, but also due to the high level of political will in Peru to introduce and apply the 

Extinción de Dominio law in major corruption cases. 

https://baselgovernance.org/news/judges-convention-shows-why-peru-leader-recovering-proceeds-

corruption-through-non-conviction 
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